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Abstract

Domain information has been regarded as an emerg�
ing topic of interest in relation to WordNet� A
lexical resource� WordNet Domains� is presented�
where WordNet synsets have been annotated with
domain labels such as Medicine� Architecture
and Sport� This annotation re�ects the lexico�
semantic criteria adopted by humans involved in the
annotation� However� from a corpus�based perspec�
tive� domains re�ect term distribution in a given
text collection� The paper proposes a preliminary
investigation aiming at comparing and integrating
ontology�based and corpus�based domain informa�
tion�

� Introduction

The starting point of this paper is WordNet Do�

mains �Magnini and Cavagli�a� ������ an extension
of WordNet 	�
 �Fellbaum� 	���� in which synsets
have been annotated with one or more domain la�
bels� The annotation methodology was mainlyman�
ual and based on lexico�semantic criteria which take
advantage of the already existing conceptual rela�
tions in WordNet� However� a question is how
well this annotation re�ects the way synsets occur
in a certain text collection� This issue is particu�
larly relevant when we want to use the manual an�
notation for text processing tasks �e�g� word sense
disambiguation�� More than this� analyzing texts in
term of domain distribution is a potential source of
additional information with respect to the manual
annotation� For the purposes of this paper we have
limited our investigation to a corpus of news �i�e�
the Reuters corpus�� mainly because this collection
is freely available for research purposes and because
news are categorized by means of topic codes� which
makes the comparison with WordNet Domains

easier�
To make the problem more concrete� let

us consider the WordNet synset fheroin�
diacetyl morphine� H� horse� junk� scag�
shit� smackg which is annotated with the
Medicine domain because heroin is a drug �i�e�
something that is used as a medicine or narcotic�

and drug behavior is best described as part of
medical knowledge� In the Reuters corpus the word
heroin� likely occurs in the context either of crime
news or administrative news� without any strong
relation with the medical �eld� This is a typical
case of inconsistency� where the manual annotation
considers a technical use of a word� while the corpus
of news records a wider context of use� The negative
consequence is that the in�uence of technical �i�e�
scienti�c� domains in generic texts� such as news� is
often overestimated�

However� for a quite large number of non tech�
nical domains �e�g� Sport� Politics�� the above
problem is less dramatic and a comparison between
the lexico�semantic annotation in WordNet Do�

mains and the data automatically acquired from the
Reuters corpus can be carried out� We report the
results of a preliminary experiment performed with
two main goals� �rst� to provide a methodology for
a corpus�based evaluation of WordNet Domains�
second� to integrate the manual� ontology�based an�
notations with distributional information over the
Reuters collection�

Our interest in domain information is motivated
by its utility in many concrete scenarios� including
word sense disambiguation �WSD� and text catego�
rization �TC�� In WSD the underlying hypothesis is
that information provided by domain labels o�ers
a natural way to establish semantic relations among
word senses� which can be pro�tably used during the
disambiguation process� In particular� domains con�
stitute a fundamental feature of text coherence� such
that word senses occurring in a coherent portion of
text tend to maximize domain similarity� Results re�
cently obtained at the SENSEVAL�� initiative with
a system based on domain information �Magnini et
al�� ���	� con�rm the working hypothesis�

In TC� categories are symbolic labels� and no addi�
tional knowledge� neither of procedural nor of declar�
ative nature� related to their meaning is available�
A resource such as WordNet Domains could im�
prove the integration of linguistic knowledge into
traditional statistical approaches�

The paper is structured as follows� Section �



presents WordNet Domains� describing the anno�
tation methodology and some problematic aspects�
Section � describes the procedure to automatically
acquire domain information from the Reuters collec�
tion� Section � shows the results of an experiment
performed on a subset of the corpus� Finally� Section
� reports some relevant related works�

� WordNet Domains

Domains have been used both in Linguistics �i�e� Se�
mantic Fields� and in Lexicography �i�e� Subject
Field Codes� to mark technical usages of words� Al�
though this is a useful information for sense discrim�
ination� in dictionaries it is typically used only for a
small portion of the lexicon� WordNet Domains is
an attempt to extend the coverage of domain labels
within an already existing lexical database� Word�

Net �version 	�
�� Synsets have been annotated
with at least one domain label� selected from a set
of about two hundred labels hierarchically organized
�see �Magnini and Cavagli�a� ����� for details about
the domain taxonomy��
Information brought by domains is complemen�

tary to what is already in WordNet� First
of all a domain may include synsets of di�er�
ent syntactic categories� for instance Medicine

groups together senses from Nouns� such as
doctor�� and hospital��� and from Verbs such
as operate��� Second� a domain may include
senses from di�erent WordNet sub�hierarchies
�i�e� deriving from di�erent unique beginners� or
from di�erent lexicographer �les��� For exam�
ple� Sport contains senses such as athlete���
deriving from life form��� game equipment���
from physical object�� sport�� from act��� and
playing field��� from location���
Finally� domains may group senses of the same

word into homogeneous clusters� with the side e�ect
of reducing word polysemy in WordNet� Table 	
shows an example� The word bank� has ten dif�
ferent senses in WordNet 	�
� three of them �i�e�
sense 	� � and 
� can be grouped under the Econ�
omy domain� while sense � and � both belong to
Geography and Geology� causing the reduction
of the polysemy from 	� to � senses�
For the purposes of the experiment reported in

this paper we have considered a set of �	 disjoint la�
bels which allows a good level of abstraction without
loosing relevant information �i�e� in the experiments
we have used Sport in place of Volley or Bas�
ketball� which are subsumed by Sport��
The procedure for synsets annotation with domain

labels is based on lexico�semantic criteria which ex�
ploit the WordNet taxonomy� First� a small num�
ber of high level synsets are manually annotated
with their pertinent domain� Then� an automatic
procedure exploits some of the WordNet relations

Sense Synset � Gloss Domains

�� depository �nan�
cial institution�
bank� banking
concern� banking
company �a �nan�
cial institution�� � �

Economy

�� bank �sloping
land� � � �

Geography�
Geology

�	 bank �a supply or
stock held in re�
serve� � � �

Economy

�
 bank� bank build�
ing �a building�� � �

Architecture�
Economy

�� bank �an arrange�
ment of similar ob�
jects����

Factotum

�� savings bank�
coin bank� money
box� bank �a
container�� � �

Economy

� bank �a long ridge
or pile� � � �

Geography�
Geology

�� bank �the funds
held by a gambling
house� � � �

Economy�
Play

�� bank� cant� camber
�a slope in the turn
of a road� � � �

Architecture

��� bank �a �ight ma�
neuver� � � �

Transport

Table 	� WordNet senses and domains for the
word bank�

�i�e� hyponymy� troponymy� meronymy� antonymy
and pertain�to� to extend the manual assignments
to all the reachable synsets� As an example� this
inheritance�based procedure allows to automatically
mark the synset fbeak� bill� neb� nibg with the
code Zoology� starting from the synset fbirdg and
following a part�of� relation�
There are cases in which the inheritance proce�

dure has to be blocked� inserting an exception��
to prevent a wrong propagation� For instance�
barber chair��� being a part�of� barbershop���
which in turn is annotated with Commerce� would
wrongly inherit the same domain� To deal with these
cases� the inheritance procedure allows the declara�
tion of exceptions� such as�

assign shop�� to Commerce
with exception �part� isa� shop���

which assigns the synset shop�� to Commerce� but
excludes all the parts of the daughters of shop���
such as barbershop���

��� Factotum

There are a number of WordNet synsets that do
not belong to a speci�c domain� but rather they can
appear in almost all of them� For this reason� a



Factotum label has been created which basically
includes two types of synsets�

� Generic synsets� which are hard to classify in a
particular domain� such as�

man�� an adult male person �as opposed to a woman�

man�� the generic use of the word to refer to any

human being

date�� day of the month

date�� appointment� engagement

They are generally placed high in the Word�

Net hierarchy and are related senses of highly
polysemous words� Many verb synsets fall in
this category�

� Stop Senses synsets� which appear frequently
in di�erent contexts� such as numbers� week
days� colors� etc� These synsets usually include
non polysemous words and behave much as stop
words� because they do not signi�cantly con�
tribute to the overall sense of a text�

��� Specialistic VS Generic Usages

Domain labels �about ���� in WordNet Domains

have been selected from dictionaries and then struc�
tured in a taxonomy which follows the Dewey Deci�
mal Classi�cation �DCC �Diekema� 	������ The an�
notation task consists of interpreting a WordNet

synset with respect to the DCC classi�cation� A
relevant problem arises for those synsets that oc�
cur in a well de�ned context �i�e� specialistic� in
the WordNet hierarchy� but having a wider �i�e�
generic� textual usage�
An example of this situation is the synset

ffeeling �� 	the psychological feature
of experiencing affective and emotional
states


�g� which� given its de�nition� could
be annotated under the Psychology domain�
However� at least intuitively� the use of this synset
in documents is broader then the psychological
discipline� and a Factotum annotation would be
coherent with the constant distribution of this term
in all the domains of the Reuters corpus�
What we expect from the corpus�based acquisition

procedure described in the next Section is domain
information which we can use either to modify or to
integrate the domain annotation based on DCC�

� Corpus�based Acquisition

This section reports the methodology used to au�
tomatically acquire domain information from the
Reuters corpus and to compare it with domain an�
notations already present in WordNet Domains�
The following steps have been carried out� �i� lin�

guistic processing of the corpus� which includes POS
tagging� multiwords identi�cation and �ltering on

WordNet� �ii� acquisition of domain information
for WordNet synsets� based on probability distri�
bution in the corpus� �iii� matching of the acquired
information with domain manual annotation�

��� Experimental Setting

The Reuters Corpus �Reuters� 	���� is a collection
of about ������� English news freely available for
research purposes� Each news is annotated with one
or moreTopic Code� selected from a set of 	�� labels�
covering a variety of topics� even if economy and pol�
itics are prevalent� The mapping between Reuters
Topic Codes and WordNet Domains domain la�
bels is not trivial� domains are di�erent both in their
extension and in their structure� For the acquisition
experiment described in this paper� a limited sub�
set of the Reuters Topic Codes has been considered�
which can be easily mapped to the domain labels
used in WordNet Domains�
The selected Topic Codes �i�e� the domain set� are

GREL �Religion�� GENT �Arts� Culture� Entertain�
ment�� GVIO �War� Civil War�� GCRIM �Crime�
Law Enforcement� and GSPO �Sports�� for a total
of about 	� million tokens�

Domain Topic codes � Reuters tokens

Religion GREL 	����
Art GENT 
���	
Military GVIO 	���
�
Law GCRIM ���
	�
Sport GSPO ��	���	

Table �� Domain Set for the acquisition experiment�

��� Linguistic Processing

The subset of the Reuters corpus was �rst lem�
matized and annotated with part�of�speech tags�
The Tree Tagger� developed at the University of
Stuttgart �Schmid� 	���� has been used in this
phase� as well as the WordNet morphological ana�
lyzer� to resolve ambiguities and lemmatization mis�
takes� Then a �lter was applied to identify the words
actually contained inWordNet 	�
� including mul�
tiwords� This process resulted in the individuation
of �
���� lemmas which include 
�	�� multiwords�
Table � shows the mapping between Reuters Topic

Codes andWordNet domains� as well as the num�
ber of tokens in the Reuters Corpus which are in
WordNet 	�
 for each domain�

��� Acquisition Procedure

Given a synset in WordNet Domains� the acqui�
sition procedure aims at identifying which domain is
relevant in the Reuters corpus for that synset�
As a �rst step a Relevant Lemma List was built

as the union of the synonyms and of the gloss for
that synset� This list represents the context of the
synset in WordNet� and will be used to estimate



the probability of a domain given a synset in the
corpus�
This information is collected in a vector� called

Reuters Vector� with a dimension in each domain�
The value of each dimension is the probability of
the domain� given the synset and it is calculated
with the following formula�

P �D j s� �
P �s j D�P �D�P

n

i��
P �s j Di�P �Di�

where D is the given WordNet domain and s is
a given synset�
The probability of the synset for a domain is as�

sumed to be conditioned by the probability of its
most related lemmas �those in the Relevant Lemma
List� and is calculated with the following formula�

P �s j D� � P �l����lm j D� �
mY

i��

P �li j D�

where l is a lemma in the Relevant Lemma List�
The probability of a lemma given a domain is its

relative frequency in that domain� it is calculated
with the following formula�

P �li j D� �
c�li� D� � �

c�D� � �jLj

where c�l� D� is the number of occurrences of
lemma l in a domain� c�D� is the total number of
occurrences of the domain and jLj is the total num�
ber of the lemmas in the considered corpus� For each
domain�P �D� was assumed to be 	� because we have
not special domain requirements to �t�

��� Matching with manual annotation

In addition to the Reuters Vector� for each synset we
have built a vector� called Wordnet Vector� with �ve
dimensions� one for each selected domain� this was
simply done by scoring 	 the selected domain and �
all the other four domains�
At this point we have� for each synset� a Wordnet

Vector and a Reuters Vector� These vectors are �rst
normalized� then the scalar product between them
has been calculated� We adopt this measure as an
index of the Proximity Score between the two sources
of domain information� This measure ranges from �
to 	 and it is indicative of the similarity between the
two annotations�
The scoring for each dimension of the Reuters do�

main vector �i�e� the probability to be in a given
domain if a synset occurs�� is interpreted as the rele�
vance of a synset in a domain� Note that just �ve do�
mains were selected for the experiment and a closed
world is assumed�

� Results and Discussion

In WordNet Domains there are 		���� synsets
with at least one manual annotation belonging to
the selected domain set� ���� for Religion� ����
for Art� ���� for Sport� 	��
 for Law and 	���
for Military�
In the rest of this Section we discuss the applica�

tion of the acquisition and comparison methodology
to some relevant cases�

��� Synsets with unique manual annotation

In this experiment two restrictions have been ap�
plied to the initial set of 		���� synsets� �i� a synset
must have at least one word among its synonyms
occurring at least one time in the Reuters Corpus
and �ii� it must have just one domain annotation in
WordNet Domains� This selection produced an
experimental set of �
� synsets� As expected� the
average value of Proximity Score obtained after the
comparison of the Reuters and WordNet vectors
for this subset of synsets was very high �i�e� ���
��
indicating that this subset of synsets is very relevant
for the selected domains�
As an example� consider the synset� fbaseball�

baseball game� ball game �� 	a game played
with a bat and ball between two teams of �
players teams take turns at bat trying to
score run�g� which was manually annotated with
the Sport domain� Its WordNet Vector shows 	 in
Sport and � elsewhere� Applying the acquisition
procedure described in Section � over the corpus
with the Relevant Lemma List extracted from the
synset� the resulting Reuters Vector for the synset
is reported in Table �� The high score of Sport
with respect to the other domains indicates a strong
collocation of the synset in the Reuters� which
is also con�rmed by the Proximity Score �i�e� 	�
resulting by the comparison of the synset manual
annotation�

Law Art Religion Sport Military

����e��� ��

e��� ���e���� � ��
�e���

Table �� Reuters Vector for fbaseball� baseball
game� ball gameg

Similar results are obtained for words whose
senses belong to di�erent domains among the �ve
we have selected� This is the case� as instance� of the
lemma icon�� that has three senses in Wordnet 	�
�
Icon�� 	Computer Science� a graphic symbol
	


� that denotes a program


 was marked
by WordNet Domains annotators as Computer
Science and thus was not used for the experi�
ment� Icon�� fpicture� image� icon� ikon ��
	a visual representation of an object or
scene


�g was annotated with Art and Icon��



ficon� ikon �� 	a conventional religious
picture


�g was annotated with Religion�
The Reuters Vectors obtained for Icon�� and

Icon�� are represented in Tables � and �� While
the annotated domains are di�erent� in both cases
the Proximity Score is �����

Law Art Religion Sport Military

����e��� ���� ���e��� 
����e��� 	��e���

Table �� Reuters Vector for fpicture� image�
icon� ikong

Law Art Religion Sport Military

������ 
���e��� ���� ����e��� ������

Table �� Reuters Vector for ficon� ikong

��� Synsets with multiple manual
annotation

A number of synsets of the initial set have been
annotated with multiple domain labels in Word�

Net Domains� This is the case of the adjective
canonic��� fcanonic� canonical �� 	of or
relating to or required by canon law�g�
which is annotated with two labels� Religion

and Law� We used this Relevant Lemma List�
canonic�a canonical�a relate�v require�v
canon�n law�n�
The Reuters Vector for canonic�� is shown in Ta�

ble 
� We can see that the most relevant domains
are Religion and Law� with a Proximity Score of
�����

Law Art Religion Sport Military

��
� ��
�e��� ���� ����
 ����

Table 
� Reuters Vector for fcanonic� canonicalg

��� Factotum annotations

Factotum synsets do not belong to any speci�c
domain� and should have high frequency in all the
Reuters texts� For instance� the synset containing
the verb to be� in its �rst sense� fbe �� 	have the
quality of being�g� corresponds to the Reuters
Vector represented in Table �� which manifests a
very high Proximity Score �i�e� ����� with respect
to the WordNet vector�

Law Art Religion Sport Military

���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Reuters Vector for fbeg

��� Mismatching annotations

For some synsets the two vectors produce di�erent
classi�cations� As instance� the synset fwrath�
anger� ire� ira �� 	belligerence aroused
by a real or supposed wrong 	personified as
one of the deadly sins��g� is annotated with
Religion� inherited from its hypernym fmortal
sin� deadly sing� However� the preferred domain
acquired from the Reuters Vector� shown in Table
�� is Military� This is mainly due to the fact
that many lemmas in this synset pertain to the
Military domain� The only lemma that forces
our choice in the Religion domain is deadly sin��
which is very rare in the Reuters corpus�

Law Art Religion Sport Military

��
e��� 	����� ������ 	���� �

Table �� Reuters Vector for fwrath� anger� ire�
irag

��� Covering problems

For some synsets the Relevant Lemma List is not
covered enough in the Reuters corpus to produce a
signi�cant domain classi�cation� This is the case� for
instance� of the synset fLoki �� 	trickster god
of discord and mischief contrived death of
Balder and was overcome by Thor�g� manually
annotated with Religion� due also to its hypernym
fdeity� divinity� god� immortalg� Its Reuters
Vector is shown in Table ��

Law Art Religion Sport Military

����e��� ��
����� ���	��� ������ �

Table �� Reuters Vector for fLokig

The preferred domain� Military� depends both
on the absence in the corpus of some lemmas �i�e�
Loki� Balder� Thor� and on the presence of terms
strongly related to the Military domain �i�e� dis�
cord� death� overcome��

� Related Works

The importance of domain information in relation
to WordNet has been remarked by several works
in the last years�
�Gonzalo et al�� 	���� emphasizes the role of do�

mains for WSD� Following this line� �Magnini and
Strapparava� ���	b� introduced Word Domain Dis�
ambiguation� �WDD� as a variant of WSD where for
each word in a text a domain label �among those al�
lowed by the word� has to be chosen instead of a
sense label� We also argued that WDD can be ap�
plied to disambiguation tasks that do not require



�ne�grained sense distinctions� such as information
retrieval and content based user modeling� For ex�
ample� �Magnini and Strapparava� ���	a� describes
the use of a content�based document representation
as a starting point to build a model of the user�s
interests�

A closely related work is that of �Buitelaar and
Sacaleanu� ���	�� which describes a method for de�
termining the relevance of GermaNet synsets with
respect to a speci�c domain� A case study on three
domains �i�e� Business� Soccer and Medical� is
reported� where three di�erent corpora have been
used� Term Relevance of a synset with respect to
a domain is calculated summing up term relevances
for words in the synset and in its hyponyms �with a
penalty for missing hyponyms��

Finally� a methodology for the integration of do�
main speci�c information into generic synsets is sug�
gested in �Vossen� ���	��

� Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a lexical re�
source� WordNet Domains� where synsets have
been annotated with domain labels following lexico�
semantic criteria� A preliminary investigation has
been presented aiming at comparing the lexico�
semantic annotation with a corpus�based annota�
tion� The goal was twofold� on the one hand to pro�
vide an evaluation of the manual annotation based
on distribution of domain information in a large cor�
pus� on the other hand to integrate probabilistic in�
formation into WordNet Domains�

A procedure for the automatic acquisition of do�
main information from domain�annotated corpora�
as well as the results of an experiment over a sub�
set of the Reuters corpus� have been described� Re�
sults show that an high degree of matching between
ontology�based and corpus�based annotations can be
reached for a limited number of domain relevant
synsets� The lower degree of correspondence reached
for other synsets is due either to limitations of cov�
erage �i�e� words in WordNet not present in the
corpus� or to di�erent interpretations of the synset
�e�g� specialistic versus generic interpretation��

We consider the work presented here as a �rst step
in the direction of a full and automatic procedure for
the acquisition of domain information from corpora�
For the future we plan to collect and use large and di�
verse domain�annotated corpora� the long term goal
of this research being the integration of corpus�based
domain information within the WordNet taxon�
omy� At the same time we will continue exploring
the role of domain information in relation to the use
of WordNet� mainly for word sense disambigua�
tion tasks�
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